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In order to ascertain the resources，development and distribution of talent in 
Guizhouprovince, Guizhou Province talent work leading group decided to carry on a 
province - wide talent resources statisticswork.Statistics work involves a wide range 
of human resources,including the provincial Party and government organs, institutions, 
public economic enterprises, the non-public economic sector enterprises and rural 
areas,covering 9 cities and 88 counties of Guizhou Province.There are large amount 
of statistics, data collection analysis is difficult,and error is considerably large,so it is 
unrealistic to reported in the paper or Excel form.Therefore, the study to design talent 
resources statistical monitoring networksystemin guizhou is the best way to complete 
talented resources statistical monitoring. 
This thesis researchedthe requirements analysis, system design, system 
implementation and system testing, etcof talent resources statistical monitoring 
network system in guizhou.It analysis the goal, business process, functional 
requirements, security requirements, role of  users and non-functional requirements 
of the statistical system,and the systematic business flow chart is given.The project 
has designed the system's overall structure and each function module, including 
overall design, function design, Database design and safety design. E-R diagram and 
table,process flows, core codes, option interface were given in the thesis.It discusses 
measurgin method, testing tool and testing environment,and gives conclusion. 
In the research,we have successfully completed talent resources statistical 
monitoring network system in guizhou, and have reported more than ten thousands 
human resourcesof non-public enterprise, nearly twenty thousand talent resourcesof 
villages, five thousands of public ownership economy resources, twenty thousand 
units, nearly two thousands talent resourcesof government organs in internet.Our job 
havereceived highly praise from leaders of Guizhouprovince. 
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1.1 研究目的及意义 
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